
 

 

 

Warthog Squadron

Unmanned Aerial System Team 

Commander 
Job Description 

 

The Unmanned Aerial System (UAS, a.k.a Drones) Team Commander is responsible for 

coordination of all UAS events AFJROTC is involved.  The UAS Commander will report 

directly to the Operations Sq. Commander.    
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Unmanned Aerial 

System Team 

Commander 
Job Description 

1. The UAS Team Commander must be able to keep proper 

discipline, maintaining their uniform and keeping proper 

grooming always to lead by example. They must also be able to 

delegate different tasks throughout their flight without causing 

any problems and confusion. 

2. The UAS Commander is responsible for all UAS operations 

including training and assisting with recruiting events. 

3. The UAS Commander is responsible for setting up schedules 

and the training of all the UAS members whenever it is 

necessary. Reports service credits to the recruiting members to 

Mission Support Squadron for proper accreditation of 

members that were part of the UAS presentation. 

4. Oversees the proper training of new cadets to the team. 

5. Responsible for the proper handling, accountability, and 

maintenance of UAS Systems in the inventory. 

6. Responsible for accountability of UAS equipment on WINGS 

inventory system through quarterly inventories.  Reports 

results to the SASI/ASIs. 

Requirements 
   

The Unmanned Aerial 

System Team (UAS) 

Commander Position is 

normally assigned to a 

Junior Cadet (AS-2/AS-

4), who displays 

leadership and 

communication skills 

necessary to manage all 

the tasks assigned to the 

position.  

The minimum rank for 

this position is a Cadet 

2nd Lieutenant 

The minimum 

Aerospace Science (AS) 

level for this position is 

an AS-2  

This position is highly 

recommended for 

cadets who possess the 

communication skills 

needed to provide 

educational 

presentations to a 

variety of audiences.  

Additionally, such cadet 

must be able to 

represent the AFJROTC 

program as a primary 

ambassador to the 

mission. 
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7. Coordinates with APT Commander with planning of community service events promoting positive 

messages to appropriate audience for recruiting or awareness purposes. 

8. Coordinate with appropriate units for support when events are scheduled. 

 


